CLARIDGE CORK

CLARIDGE CORK IS MADE FROM RENEWABLE RAW MATERIALS. THE COMBINATION OF OXIDIZED LINSEED OIL, RESIN, CORK AND PIGMENTS IN THE PRODUCT GIVES CLARIDGE CORK FLEXIBILITY AND RESILIENCE. CLARIDGE CORK HAS A SMOOTH, UNIFORMLTY DENSE, SUEDE-LIKE SURFACE WITH EXCEPTIONAL DURABILITY. CLARIDGE CORK IS APPLICABLE IN EDUCATION, FROM CLASSROOMS TO HALLWAYS; IN HEALTHCARE, FROM PUBLIC AREAS TO STAFF AREAS TO PATIENT ROOMS; AND IN OFFICE BUILDINGS – ON THE WALLS IN OFFICES, IN CONFERENCE ROOMS AND MEETING AREAS.

CLARIDGE CORK:

1/4” UNMOUNTED CORK

1100 TAN
1105 DESERT SAND
1107 DENIM
1109 BUFF
1110 FAWN
1111 SMOKE

1/4” MOUNTED CORK

1106 TAN
1108 DESERT SAND
1111 DENIM
1110 FAWN
1111 SMOKE

FEATURES:
• Claridge Cork is made from pure natural ingredients
• The color-impregnated surface is durable, soil resistant and washable
• Burlap backed, Claridge Cork is dimensionally stable and will not warp or crumble
• Meets ASTM E-84 and meets or exceeds MIL-C-15116-C, Type 1
• No toxins or harmful emissions

STANDARD SIZES:
• Claridge cork is priced on the basis of 4’ height and 1’ increments in length.
• All unmounted cork is shipped oversize for cutting to exact size on the job
• Mounted cork available in lengths up to 16’
• Full rolls of Claridge Cork average 95’ in length. Invoicing is based on actual square footage shipped

CUTTING CHARGE:
• For cutting mounted Claridge Cork to non-standard sizes – vertical and/or horizontal – add $.80 per lin. ft.

PACKING CHARGE:
• A $50.00 packing charge will be added to orders for less than 200 sq. ft. of mounted Claridge Cork.

CLARIDGE CORK: COLOR OPTIONS

COLORS ARE REPRODUCED WITH REASONABLE ACCURACY. IF MATCH IS CRITICAL, CALL OR WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

1100 TAN 1105 DESERT SAND 1107 DENIM 1109 BUFF 1110 FAWN 1111 SMOKE

1113 STEEL GRAY 1132 BLACK 1133 GREEN 1134 MIDNIGHT 1135 BRICK 1136 GRAPHITE
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